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- From sign creation to sign use. National Reading Conference, Iceland, Sept 2016
- From sign creation to sign use, Strathclyde University, Scotland, Sept 2016.
- Writing and Reading Recovery, Victorian Reading Recovery Teacher Conference, Melbourne, April, 29, 2016.
- Becoming a Writer, Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority, VCAA, Twilight Seminar (simultaneous broadcast to 13 sites across Vic), Sept 17, 2014.
- Interactive Writing and the interactive whiteboard, Australian Literacy Educators Association, State Conference, Melbourne, Sept 12, 2014.
- Becoming a writer, Aboriginal Health NSW State Conference, Sydney, 28-29 May 2014.
- Emergent literacy and creativity belong together, Pearson Education Kindergarten/Prep Conferences: Adventures in Early Childhood: Imagining and Creating Innovative Cultures of Learning, Sydney, March 20-21; Melbourne, May 1-2; Brisbane, March 27-28, 2014.
- Supporting writing in the first two years of school’ Catholic Education Office Early Years and Reading Recovery Teacher Conference, Adelaide, 2014,
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- Mackenzie, N.M. (2016). Writing in the early years of school, Australian Literacy Educators Association (ALEA), Hobart, February 17 and 18, 2016


• **Mackenzie, N.M.** (2014) Pearson Education Kindergarten/Prep Conferences: Adventures in Early Childhood: Imagining and Creating Innovative Cultures of Learning, Sydney, March 20-21; Melbourne, May 1-2; Brisbane, March 27-28, 2014. Workshops: *Do I still have to teach handwriting? Analysis of Writing; When Interactive Writing meets the interactive (smart) board.*